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Specification Sheet  

 

PowerCommand® 

 

Digital Master 
Controller 2000 

 

 
 
Description 

 
Features 

The PowerCommand Digital Master Control is a 
microprocessor-based paralleling system product 
designed to directly interface with Cummins Power 
Generation PowerCommand paralleling generator 
sets and switchgear. The DMC 2000 is designed for 
use in low or medium voltage isolated bus (not utility 
paralleled) and infinite bus (utility paralleled) 
applications.  
 
The DMC 2000 provides flexibility to meet specific 
application requirements and is configurable via the 
user-friendly touch-screen interface. The system 
control has been extensively prototype tested to 
ensure optimum system reliability. 

 Color touch-screen: 7-inch color display with  
800x480, 16-bit color graphics  

 Supports four system topologies: 
Configurable for isolated bus, isolated bus with 
generator main, single utility common bus and 
single utility transfer pair. 

 Standard generator set interface: Includes 
interface for four generator sets with optional 
add-on for up to eight generator sets. 

 Trending (real-time and historical): Collects 
and displays total kW, total kVAR, average amps 
and average voltage data from the generator bus 
and utility bus (if applicable). 

 True RMS bus metering: Full-function true RMS 
bus AC metering (generator bus and utility bus). 

 Load Add / Shed sequence: Priority-based 
sequence supporting up to 8 levels and 10 loads. 

 Load demand control system: Configurable to 
fixed order or run hours. 

 Scheduler: Allow automatic operation of the 
power system on a pre-defined schedule. 

 Product certification: CE, CSA 22.2, IBC,  
IEC/EN61439-2:2011, IP40, OSHPD, UL891 

 Warranty and service: Products are backed by 
a comprehensive warranty and a worldwide 
network of distributors with factory-trained 
service technicians. 
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System Configuration 
Isolated bus without generator main: 

 
System consists of an isolated bus and may include a 
generator set main breaker. The system controls 
generator set main breaker as a programmable function of 
bus capacity when required. 
 
Isolated bus with generator main: 

 
System consists of an isolated bus resulting in load transfer 
occurring at the load level.  
 
Common bus:  

 
System consists of a utility main breaker, but no generator 
main breaker (only individual generator set paralleling 
breakers). The system controls utility main breaker and 
generator set paralleling breakers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     

 
Single transfer pair:  

 
System consists of a breaker pair including a generator bus 
main and a utility main. DMC 2000 controls both breakers 
in open transition, fast closed transition or ramping closed 
transition modes. 
  
Control Features 
The control functions in the system is managed by 
PowerCommand MCM3320 Control. It is a fully configurable, 
microprocessor-based controller and provides all core system 
functions in a flexible, reliable, prototype-tested configuration. 
Control functions/features include: 
 
Power transfer control: Provides integrated automatic 
transfer functions including: 
 Source availability sensing  
 Generator set start/stop  
 Transfer pair monitoring and control 
 
Sync check: Independently determines when permissive 
conditions have been met to allow breaker closure. Adjustable 
criteria include: 
 Phase difference: 0.1-20 degrees 
 Frequency difference: 0.001-1.0 Hz  
 Voltage difference: 0.5-10%  
 Dwell time: 0.5-5.0 seconds  
External Sync Check connection available. 
 
Dual source bus AC metering: Provides comprehensive 3-
phase AC metering functions for both monitored sources, 
including:  
 3-phase voltage (L-L and L-N) and current   
 Frequency and phase rotation  
 Individual phase and totalized values of kW, kVAR, KVA, 

and power factor  
 Totalized positive and negative kW hours, kVAR hours 

and kVA hours. 
 

Load add/shed: Controls and monitors up-to 10 loads for 8 
step levels (such as feeder breaker or automatic transfer 
switches) in any combination. Loads can be added as 
generator sets come online, as well as on a timed basis. 
Loads are shed on a timed basis when an overload condition 
is detected, protecting system integrity. Shed loads can be 
restored through operator action. Manual load-add and shed 
is also provided. Load-add delay is adjustable from 1-60 sec. 
Load-shed delay is adjustable from 1-10 sec. 
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Load demand: The Load Demand feature is used to match 
generating capacity to the load to optimize fuel efficiency and 
prolong generator set life while maintaining correct reserve 
capacity for the customer’s application.  
The function will support from two to eight generators. The 
shutdown sequence is configurable as a fixed sequence or 
running hours. Running hours method will attempt to equalize 
generator set hours over time by exchanging stopped and 
running generator sets. To protect system integrity, load 
demand will restart all generator sets whenever an overload 
condition is detected. The minimum amount of capacity to 
maintain online is adjustable. Initial delay for load demand to 
begin operation is adjustable from 1 - 60 minutes. Shutdown 
threshold is adjustable from 20 - 100% of online capacity 
minus one. Shutdown delay is adjustable from 1 - 60 minutes. 
Re-start threshold is adjustable from 20 - 100% of online 
capacity. Run hours differential is adjustable from 1 - 500 
hours. 
 
Extended paralleling: Enables generator sets to start and 
parallel to utility source, then governing the real and reactive 
power output. The control point for the real power (kW) can 
be configured for either the generator set bus metering point 
(base-load) or the utility metering point (Peak-shave). The 
control point for reactive power (kVAR or power factor) can 
be independently configured for either the generator set bus 
metering point or the utility metering point. Allows base kW 
load from the generator sets while maintaining the utility 
power factor at a reasonable value to avoid penalties due to 
low power factor. The control point can be changed while the 
system is in operation. Set points can be adjusted via 
operator panel display or service tool. 
 
Scheduler: Allows the system to be operated at pre-set 
times in test without load, test with load or extended 
parallel mode. With a real-time clock built-in, up to 12 
different programs can be set for day of week, time of day, 
duration, repeat interval and mode. Up to six different 
exceptions can be set up to block a program from running 
during a specific time-period. 
 
Breaker control: Utility main and generator set main 
breaker interfaces include separate relays for opening and 
closing breaker, as well as inputs for both a and b breaker 
position contacts and tripped status. Breaker diagnostics 
include contact failure, fail-to-close, fail-to-open, and 
tripped. If a breaker fails, appropriate control action is 
taken to maintain system integrity (max 30 VDC, 10 amp, 
or 250VAC, 10 amp). 
 
Voltage connection: DMC 2000 accepts three-wire or four-
wire voltage connection with direct sensing of voltage to 480V 
and up to 35kV with external transformers. Current sensing is 
accomplished with 5-amp CT secondary and up to 25,000 
amp primary. 
 
Neutral earth relay control: Used to restrict earth fault 
protection for multiple operating power generation 
sources. This option provides control of the contactor in 
the neutral (neutral contactor) to earth of each generator. 
Neutral contactors are interlocked so that only one 
contactor can remain closed during parallel operation. 
During independent operation of any generator, its neutral 
contactor will be closed.  
 
Fault simulation mode: The control, in conjunction with 
InPower™ software, will accept commands to allow a 
technician to verify the proper operation of the control and its 
interface by simulating failure modes or by forcing the control 

to operate outside of its normal operating ranges. InPower also 
provides a complete list of faults and settings for the protective 
functions provided by the controller.  
 
Protective Functions 
The control provides the following system protective functions 
for each breaker or bus. Each protective function will cause the 
control to take intelligent corrective action to best resolve the 
problem until an operator can address it.  
 
 Breaker fail-to-close warning: When the controller 

signals a circuit breaker to close, it will monitor the breaker 
auxiliary contacts and verify that the breaker has closed. 
If the control does not sense a breaker closure within an 
adjustable time period after the close signal, the fail-to-
close warning will be initiated. If the utility main breaker 
fails to close, the controller starts the generators and 
transfers load to them until the operator resets the fault 
condition and resolves the problem. 

 Breaker position contact warning: The controller will 
monitor both A and B position contacts from the breaker. 
If the contacts disagree as to the breaker position, the 
breaker position contact warning will be initiated.  

 Breaker fail-to-open warning: The control system 
monitors the operation of breakers that have been 
signalled to open. If the breaker does not open within an 
adjustable time delay, a breaker fails to open warning is 
initiated. 

 Breaker tripped warning: The control accepts inputs to 
monitor breaker trip/bell alarm contact and will initiate a 
breaker tripped warning if it should activate. 

 Fail to synchronize warning: Indicates that the 
generator bus could not be brought to synchronization 
with the system bus. Configurable for adjustable time 
delay of 10-120 seconds. 

 Bus overload warning: The control monitors bus 
frequency and generator bus load relative to the online 
capacity. When configured, the control will initiate a bus 
overload warning if the bus kW load exceeds an 
adjustable threshold (80 - 140%) for an adjustable delay 
(0 - 120 sec), or both. 

 Maximum parallel time warning: During closed 
transition load transfers, the controller independently 
monitors the time the utility and generator sources are 
connected. If time is exceeded, warning is initiated, and 
the generator bus is disconnected. 

 
When abnormal situations are detected by the control, it will 
provide as much corrective action as possible to keep the 
system operating.  
 Utility main breaker fail to close warning: Control will 

start the gensets and transfer load to the genset bus and 
remain there until the operator resets the fault condition 
and resolves the problem. 

 Generator set main breaker fail-to-close warning: 
Returns to the utility source and will not retry until the 
operator resets the fault condition and resolves the 
problem. 

 Breaker position contact warning: Control will return to 
the utility source and will not retry until operator resets the 
fault condition and resolve the issue. 

 Fail to Synchronize warning: If the control is trying to 
perform a closed transition retransfer, but fail to sync 
occurs, the control can be configured to perform the 
retransfer using open transition. 
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Operator Panel  
A 7-inch color high-resolution (800x480) touchscreen 
operator interface panel (HMI) allows the operator to 
monitor and control the onsite power system. The operator 
panel provides the user with a complete package of easy-
to-view screens. Each screen includes navigation buttons 
to allow quick access to other screens that are logically 
connected with the screen being displayed. Access to 
screens that impact system settings or sequence of 
operations are controlled by a multi-level password 
system. The HMI includes the following screens and/or 
functions: 
 

One-line diagram 

 
 
The one-line diagram screen displays system status by a 
combination of animation, changing screen color, and text 
messages. Conditions visible on the screen include: 
 Generator set(s) and bus configuration with generator 

set, paralleling breaker and bus energized/de-energized 
indication (red indicating energized, green indicating de-
energized). 

 Generator set designation, with control data, and 
performance summary screens accessible through hot 
keys (links) located on the menu bar at the bottom of the 
screen. 

 Generator set mode (run/off/auto). 
 Generator set status (normal / warning / shutdown / load 

demand stop). 
 Paralleling breaker status (open/closed/unknown). 

Optional status and condition displays of other breakers 
and devices can be supplied where required. 

 Bus condition (energized or de-energized). Clicking on 
the AC Metering icon (located on the menu bar) provides 
access to a bus AC data screen. 
 

For applications which include automatic transfer switches 
(ATSs), the DMC provides a depiction of the ATS in the one-
line, indicating switch position. Detailed information for each 
ATS in the system is also available from the ATS screen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

System control 

 
The System control screen provides the operator with the 
ability to enable or disable load demand operation, view timer 
values and the load demand sequence; initiate test (with or 
without load); control the shutdown sequence for the generator 
sets in the load demand mode; set the load demand time 
delays; set the load demand operation set points. The screen 
also allows setting of the source availability settings and 
sequence timing for power transfer. This screen is password-
protected to prevent access to the configuration functions by 
unauthorized users. 
 
Generator set status 

 
 
The Generator Set Summary provides an analog and 
graphical display of critical generator set operating parameters. 
The screen includes generator set state display (stopped, time 
delay start, idle speed state, rated volts/hertz, synchronizing, 
load share or load govern); analog AC metering for generator 
set (3-phase, AC volts and current, frequency. The screen 
provides a complete display engine and alternator data present 
in the generator set control. The screen also shows status of 
the bus and generator set breaker. 
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ATS summary 

 
The ATS Summary screen provides a summary of ATS 
operating parameters of all sources, load parameters along 
with annunciator status.  

Load control   

 
The Load Control screen provides a digital display of system 
load as a percent of available capacity of the generator sets 
that are operating in parallel on the bus. The screen provides 
an alphanumeric display of this data. It also displays the 
name, status and priority of each load block (whether on or 
off). The screen allows the operator to manually add and shed 
loads in any sequence desired.  

System alarm/events 

 
The System Alarm/Events records the date, time and nature 
of all alarm and shutdown conditions reported on the system. 
The system logs include all alarms reported on the generator 
set, all master controls and network connected functions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Trending 

 
The trending screen provides real-time trend charts for AC 
output parameters and continuously monitors average voltage, 
total kVAR, total kilowatts and average amperage. Scales of 
values displayed are field configurable.  
 
Trending properties: 
 Refresh rate: Every 15 seconds 
 Continuous scrolling (FIFO) 
 Time span: 26 days total historical data with 20-minute 

view window 
 Maximum & minimum scale values selectable by operator 

via HMI. 
 
Network Connections 
A standard register map of system data for use in monitoring 
by a remote device is provided. A complete array of system 
control, adjustments and monitoring data are available and are 
documented in a published register map. Available protocols 
include: 
 Modbus TCP/IP 
 
Control Power 
Control power for the system is derived from the generator set 
24 VDC starting batteries. A solid-state, no-break, “best 
battery” selector system is provided so that control voltage is 
available as long as any generator set battery bank in the 
system is available. All incoming battery banks are isolated to 
prevent the failure of one battery bank from disabling entire 
system. The core system control has redundant control power 
inputs for added reliability, as well as separate high/low DC 
voltage monitoring. 
The PowerCommand control (on each generator set in the 
system) continually monitors the battery charging system for 
low and high DC voltage and runs a battery load test every 
time the engine is stared. Functions and messages on the 
generator paralleling control include: 
 Low DC voltage (battery voltage less than 24 VDC, except 

during engine cranking). 
 High DC voltage (battery voltage greater than 32 VDC) 
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Dimensional Drawings:  
 

 
 

                        
 
 

 

 

 
Environment 
The control is designed for proper operation without 
recalibration in ambient temperatures from 0 °C to +50 °C (32 
°F to 122 °F) and for storage from -20 °C to +70 °C (-4 °F to 
158 °F). Control will operate with humidity up to 95%, non-
condensing, and at altitudes up to 6,500 feet. 
 
Software 
 WebAccessHMI 
 Unity 
 InPower is a PC-based software service tool designed to 

directly communicate to PowerCommand products to 
facilitate setup, service and monitoring of these products. 

 
Certifications 
DMC meets or exceeds the requirements of the following 
codes and standards: 
 CSA22.2 No. 14-18 industrial controls 
 CE Marked 

o LV Directive 2014/35/EU 
o EMC Directive 2014/30/EU 
o RoHS 2011/65/EU 
o IEC/EN61439-2:2011  

 Eurocode 8 (seismic certification) 
 IBC - all risk categories I to IV structures, shake testing 

qualified 
 IP40 Rated 
 NEMA1 
 OSPHD – all California building code risk category I to IV 

structures, shake testing qualified 
 PowerCommand controls are suitable for use in 

emergency, critical and standby applications as defined in 
articles 700, 701 and 702. 

 PowerCommand control systems are designed and 
manufactured in ISO9001-certified facilities. 

 
DMC is capable of being installed in accordance to the 
following codes & standards: 
 CSA C282:19 emergency electrical power supply for 

building 
 NFPA70: U.S. national electrical code 
 NFPA99: standard for health care facilities 
 NFPA110 for level 1 systems 
 
Warranty 
As components of a Cummins system, PowerCommand® 
controls are covered by a standard two-year limited warranty. 
Warranty options are available; consult your local distributor.  
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